
RETAIL LENDING

Retail lending is an important portfolio in banking institutions. Normally salaried class with
confirmed service or those who are regularly filing their IT returns like business people,
Professionally skilled and self employed people are covered under this scheme. Repayment
under these schemes are very prompt comparing to all other schemes so competitive interest
rates are offered to source maximum loans under these schemes. There are various schemes
to meet the needs of the customers and are very simple and easy to process in nature.

Rating sheet is to be prepared for all retail loans except Canara pension, Canara Rent, Canara
mortgae and Canara Trade loans. A borrower should score atleast 70% marks to avail loans
under these schemes. However selectively NHA can sanction upto 60% marks. A borrower must
get 80% marks to recommend for interest rate concession from HO.

Branches having NPA level of more than 4% under Housing Loans, more than 3% under Canara
Budget Loans and more than 2% under Canara Vehicle loans respective branches are permitted
to sanction and disburse loans as per their delegated powers under specific MOUs/Tie-
ups/Special Packages permitted by HO.

Branches having NPA levels of more than 4% under any Retail lending schemes,(other than
Canara Budget and Canara Vehicle) and 3% under Canara Budget Scheme have no powers to
sanction the loans under these schemes.. Proposals if any under these schemes are to be
submitted to RO and RO Head CAC is permitted to sanction such loans. Branches with more
than 2% NPA under Canara Vehicle loan scheme shall have no powers to sanction the loans
under that specific scheme and if any proposals are to be considered, the same has to be
referred to NHA at RAH/RO/CO.

All mortgage based Retail Loans to be mandatorily sanctioned at RAHs or forwarded through
RAHs to RO/Circle/HO for sanction wherever the Branches are attached to RAHs. In case of
Branches not attached to RAHs, these loans are to be sanctioned at Branches up to their
delegated powers.

Branch in Charge can sanction loans under the packages permitted by CO/HO as per terms of
package without referring to delegated powers under the specific scheme permitted and also
without referring to the NPA level under the scheme. In such cases credit managers/2nd line
Managers can sanction loans up to their delegated powers and beyond their powers, Branch
in-charge to sanction the loans as per the package terms.



Questions on retail lending :

1. Who has permitted the Bank to engage the services of External Agency, for pre-sanction
verification process for retail lending. Like Residence/Address verification, Income /
Salary / ITR/Form 16 verification, Profession/Employment/Business Verification,
Verification of approved plans/permissions etc and Other bank statement verification.
Ans : Bank’s Board.

2. Sanctioning power of Canara consumer loan is by :
1. RO powers
2. CO Powers
3. AGM headed branches.
4. Branch in charge, Senior Managers and Credit managers in VLBs and ELBs who are

not heading the branch can sanction. (answer is 4)

3. Loan quantum under Canara consumer scheme is :
1. 75 % of the Invoice value
2. Rs. 1,00,000/-
3. 50 % net incomeof the ITR as of preceding year incase of non salaried class
4. 15 months of net salary incase of salaried class.
5. Whichever is lower of the above. ( answer is 5 )

4. Who may grant second loan during pendency of first loan under Canara consumer loan?
1. NHA 2. AGM /DM at RO. 3. DGM of RO. 4. NHA at CO 5. GM at Co ( 4 is answer )

5. Which of the following is correct in the case of Canara Cash loan?
1. Maximum of Rs 10.00 lakhs can be granted when securities are held in physical form
2. Maximum of Rs 20.00 lakhs if demat account is maintained with us.
3. Rs 10.00 lakhs only incase of debt oriented Mutual funds.
4. No loan is granted against tax saving equity plans of mutual funds.
5. All are correct. ( 5 )

6. In canara cash scheme ----------- times substitution of shares is allowed and -------------- is the
charges for each substitution.
Ans : 10 Times and Rs 100/-

7. What is house account ?
Ans: A demat account opened in our own DP in the name of lending branch is called
house account.

8. Which of the following is not correct in the case of Canara site loan ?

1. For salaried class, confirmed in service and NTH of 40 %.
2. Business class, 3 years in the business and net annual income of Rs 1.00 lakhs or more.
3. For salaried class, 3 years confirmed in service and NTH of 40 %.
4. Loan quantum of 4 years gross salary/annual income or 75 % of the cost of the site.

Ans : 3
9. In the project cost development charges can be added if it is not more than -------- %

1. 10 % 2. 15 % 3. 20 % 4. 25 %
Ans : 10 %

10. In how many years the loan can be repaid in canara site loan?



1. 10 years. 2. 5 years. 3. 20 years. 4. 30 years. Ans : 10 years.
11. What is the penalty for non receipt of original registered sale deed within 6 months?

1. 1 % penal cut on the outstanding liability.
2. 2 % penal cut on the outstanding liability
3. 1 % penal cut on the loan sanctioned.
4. 2 % penal cut on the loan sanctioned
5. Ans : 2 % penal cut on the outstanding liability

12. Which is not correct if house is constructed on the site which is purchased.
1. Combo housing loan account is opened.
2. Separate housing loan is opened as ROI for both the scheme differs.
3. Site loan is closed from disbursement of combo loan to the extent of liability in the site

loan.
4. It depends on the borrower to decide whether he wants a single loan or both so as to get

Income tax benefits.
Ans : 2 and 4.

13. In canara pension account which of the following is not correct?
1. Loan quantum for retired employees of our bank is 20 months of pension or Rs 5.00

lakhs.
2. Loan quantum for others is 15 months of pension or Rs 5.00 lakhs
3. Retired employees who have opted for IBA group mediclaim policy can be given loan

amount of Rs 20,000 in addition to eligible pension of Rs 5,00,000/-.
4. Loan amount should not exceed Rs 5.00 lakhs

Ans : 3.

14. Incase of canara pension which of the following is correct.
1. Repayment period is 72 months for all the pensioners.
2. The pensioner should score minimum 70 % marks in the rating sheet to avail loan.
3. ROI is same for all the pensioners.
4. NTH for our bank retired employees is 25 % and for others it is 40 %.
5. Loan quantum is 20M / 15M pension or Rs 5.00 lakhs which ever is less subject to NTH

of 40 %.
Ans : 5

15. Which of the following is incorrect incase of Canara solar scheme.
1. Solar water heater having capacity upto 500 LPD is classified as domestic heaters.
2. Solar water heater having capacity more than 500 LPD is classified as commercial

heaters.
3. All are eligible to avail loan subject to meeting of income and repayment criteria.
4. Interest subsidy is released by IREDA calculated on an upfront basis for the entire loan

period.
5. Effective rate of subsidy is 2% only.

Ans : 5

16. Under sloar equipment financing scheme which of the following is correct.
1. Margin for this loan is 10%
2. Margin for this loan is 15%
3. Margin for this loan is 20%
4. Margin for this loan is 25%
5. No margin.

Ans : 5

17. In HL find out which is incorrect.
1. Exit level age of the borrower is 70 years.
2. Head of the CO can permit repayment beyond 70 years age of the borrower.



3. RO head can permit repayment period beyond 70 years age of the borrower
4. If the repayment period is permitted beyond 70 years of the borrower, then one of the

income earning legal heir must join as co borrower.
5. If legal heir is not available earning member of any close relative can join as joint

borrower.
Ans : 3

18. Loan quantum for HL which of the following is incorrect.
1. 4 times gross annual income of the borrower.
2. 5 times gross annual income of the borrower permitted by NHA.
3. 6 times gross annual income of the borrower incase of Yuva Awas Rin Yojana.
4. If there is huge variation in ITRs average income is considered for loan quantum.
5. If project cost is upto 10 lakhs and borrower asks to include registration cost, stamp duty

to include in the project cost the same can not be entertained, as these do not add value
addition.
Ans : 5

19. Say true or false.
a. For deciding the loan quantum income of spouse/father/mother/son can be added

provided that they join as co borrowers. True
b. Income of daughters can also be considered. False

(only unmarried daughters can be considered )
c. Income of brother/sister can be considered provided they join as co borrowers. False
d. Income of close relatives can be added to determine the loan quantum incase of PMAY

and Yuva Awas Rin Yojana. False
e. We can sanction loan for those who have only one year of service or business. True

( RAH head, RO head CAC and AGM head CO CAC can sanction upto their delegated
powers.

f. NTH relaxation is not applicable for CLSS PMAY, NRIs and Yuva Awas Rin. True
g. Moratorium period can be upto 36 months incase of Yuva Awas Rin Yojana. True
h. Circle head CAC can extend repayment holiday for another 12 months beyond 24

months of holiday period. True
i. GM/GM-HO-CAC can permit holiday period for 12 months more bwyond permissible

holiday period of 36 months incase of flat under construction. True
j. Agriculture income can be accepted if the borrowers submits proof of land records.

False. Agri income to be supported by ITR even if exemption is available.
k. Salary certificate of past 3 months to be verified.If party is not maintaining SB

account with us, pass sheet of past 12 months to be called for /verified and
kept along with loan papers. False. 6 months.

l. In the case of new accounts where salary account is stipulated as a
condition, branch to ensure credit of at least one month‘s salary of the
borrower to his SB account before grant of loan. True

m. Higher quantum loan amount beyond eligible amount of the borrower can be
sanctioned by the sanctioning authority. True ( By
accepting additional collateral security by way of NSC, KVP and bank bonds )

n. For repair of houses loan with 25 % margin the quantum is 2.00 lakhs in rural areas and
Rs 5.00 lakhs in Urban area. False ( 15 lakhs in all areas. )

o. For composite housing loan for purchase of site the loan amount applicable is 1/3 of
the project cost for others and 60 % of the project cost for Yuva awas Rin scheme.
False ( 60 % cost of the project in all variants with 25% margin)

p. For HL CRE we have to charge additional 1% ROI for entire loan amount. False.
(0.5% now)

q. For availing second housing loan income of close blood relatives can be added to
determine the loan quantum. False ( only spouse income )

r. When the house is under construction, we must take comprehensive insurance policy.
False ( Builders all risk policy to be taken ).



s. Service charges of 0.5% to be paid to builders or their marketing officials for sourcing
the HL to us. False (0.25% )

t. Purchase of housr or flat which is 20 years old can be permitted by DGM and above
authorities only. False. (CM/DM and above authorities can permit )

u. Incase of takeover loans we can’t extend repayment period beyond original remaining
period or relaxation for NTH. True

v. In Bombay purchaser will receive documents from SRO after 5 years only. Till then the
SRO will give B extract as proof of EMT and the same is acceptable. False ( The
SRO will give Index II form )

w. AODs need not be obtained from HL borrower if the housing loans repayments are
regular. True

x. Housing loan can be granted on properties which are held on lease. True
(Provided the lessor has the right to mortgage the leased property ).

y. Life insurance cover under Creditor protection plan of Canara HSBC OBC is applicable
for entire loan amount. False. (maximum 50.00 lakhs )

20. Which of the following is correct in case of reimbursement of HL :
a. RO Head and above authorities can permit reimbursement
b. CO Head and above authorities can permit reimbursement
c. Reimbursement can not be permitted
d. Reimbursement to be claimed within 6 months of expenditure.

Answaer : B
21. In case of composite HL the construction work should start within ------ months.

a. 6 b. 12. C. 18 d. 24 (Answer is 12 months )
22. Incase the construction work is not started after permitting of maximum period

a. Stop disbursing the loan.
b. Sell the property and close the loan liability
c. Charge interest as applicable to Canara Site ROI from the date of first disbursement to

the date of commencement of construction.
d. Report the matter to hogher authorities.

( answer C )
23. EMT of the site/ house to be purchased to be completed within 6 months. If not

a. Do not disburse the loan further
b. Recall the loan
c. Penal interest 1% to be charged of sanctioned amount after 6 months till completion of

EMT
d. Penal interest 2% to be charged of sanctioned amount after 6 months till completion of

EMT
Answer : D

24. Provisional sanction letter can be given to borrowers. Find which is incorrect.
a. Branch in charge or RAH can give Provisional sanction letter
b. RO head and CO head only can give Provisional sanction letter
c. Charge of Rs 500 to be collected from the prospective borrower
d. It is issued at the free of cost.
e. B and D. Answer E

25. HL to NRIs which of the following is incorrect.
a. A person should have NRI status for 3 years.
b. The person should have steady income for 2 yaers.
c. Minimum age of the borrower is 21 years.
d. Repayment for 30 years or up to the age of 60 years which ever is maximum.
e. Spouse and other relatives who are NRIs can join as co borrowers. ( Ans ; E )

26. Execution of documents by NRIs find out incorrect answer..
a. If NRI is unable to come for execution of documents, the documents to be sent to

abroad for signing.
b. The NRI can give power of Attorney to his close relatives to sign on his behalf.



c. The POA should be stamped and registered or notorised.
d. The POA should be in the prescribed format.
e. First or joint applicant to be provided with free credit card as per their income levels at

the time of opening the loan account itself. ( Answer A )
27. In HL to agriculturist find out the incorrect answer.

a. The agriculturist should have income of 4 lakhs and above.
b. He should have 5 acres of irrigated land or 10 acres of dry land.
c. He should have income of 5 lakhs and above.
d. People who are engaged in allied activities like poultry or dairy can also granted loan

provided if they meet income criteria.
e. Original income certificate issued by Thasildar or Mandal revenue authorities to be

obtained. ( Answer : A )
28. Purpose of HL to agriculturist : find out incorrect answer.

a. To purchase or construct house in a site situated in residential area.
b. To construct a house exclusively in agri land so that he can look after his agri activities

efficiently.
c. To purchase a site and construct a house thereon.
d. Property to be acquired should be non agricultural, preferably in urban/semi urban area

or growing township.
e. Age of the borrower or anyone of the joint borrower should not be more than 55 yr

Answer B.
29. HL to agriculturist : find out incorrect answer.

a. ROI is as applicable to other housing loans.
b. Interest is calculated monthly and compounded but demanded as per repayment

schedule.
c. If the farmer is engaged in dairy or poultry activities then monthly repayment like other

housing loan schemes to be implemented.
d. Repayment to be planned as per crop pattern.

( All are correct answers ).
30. Repayment of HL to agriculturists find out incorrect answer.

a. Maximum repayment period is 30 years.
b. Maximum age of the borrower upto 70 years.
c. Branch to recover one advance instalment..
d. Maximum age of youngest borrower up to 65 years.
e. A or D whichever is less. (Answer B )

31. Moratorium period for HL to agriculturist. find out incorrect answer
a. 3 harvesting seasons in case of short term crops.
b. 2 harvesting seasons in case of long term crops.
c. Immediate next harvesting season if house or flat is completed.
d. For construction purpose it is generally 18 months.

Answer : all are correct.
32. In PMAY find the incorrect answer.

a. The scheme is introduced to have house for all by the year 2022
b. The scheme will be operational up to 31.03.2022.
c. The scheme is eligible for all the areas.
d. The scheme is for EWS/LIG residing in urban areas.
e. The scheme is to be implemented by all semi urban, urban and metro branches and

RAH.
Answer is C

33. In PMAY find the incorrect answer.
a. For EWS category income is up to Rs 2.00 lakhs.
b. For LIG category income is up to Rs 6.00 lakhs.
c. For self employed persons an affidavit can be obtained up to income of Rs 2.5 L
d. Income certificate from Thasildar or ITRs is must.
e. Maximum loan amount is Rs 24.00 lakhs.



Answer is D

34. In PMAY find the incorrect answer.
a. Beneficiary should not have a pacca house in any part of the country.
b. Beneficiary or his family members should not have a pacca house in any part of the

country.
c. Beneficiary or his family members should not have a pacca house in any part of the

respective state in which they are belonged.
d. NRIs are eligible under the scheme.

Answer C.
35. In PMAY find the incorrect answer.

a. No processing fees for loan up to 6.00 lakhs.
b. Repayment period is 20 years.
c. Credit linked interest subsidy of 6.5% up to 20 years or till the tenure of the loan

whichever is less is available.
d. Subsidy to be claimed by branches every quarterly.
e. Carpet area for EWS is 30 Sq Mtrs and for LIG is 60 Sq Mtrs.

Answer is D. It is claimed by RA wing HO
36. In PMAY MIG I SCHEME find the incorrect answer.

A. Annual household income is between 6-12 lakhs.
B. Interest subsidy is 4 % p.a.
C. Eligible loan quantum for interest subsidy is Rs 6.00 lakhs.
D. Maximum loan under the scheme is Rs 48.00 lakhs
E. Carpet area of the house is 90 Sq Mtrs.

Answer is C (Eligible loan quantum for interest subsidy is Rs 9.00 lakhs).
37. In PMAY MIG II SCHEME find the incorrect answer.

a. Annual household income is between 12-18 lakhs.
b. Interest subsidy is 3 % p.a.
c. Eligible loan quantum for interest subsidy is Rs 8.00 lakhs.
d. Maximum loan under the scheme is Rs 72.00 lakhs
e. Carpet area of the house is 110 Sq Mtrs.
Answer is C (Eligible loan quantum for interest subsidy is Rs 12.00 lakhs).

38. In housing cum solar loan find the most appropriate correct answer.
a. Loan quantum under the scheme for solar panel is Rs 10.00 lakhs
b. Loan quantum is 20 % of housing loan.
c. It is 80 % of the system cost.
d. A,b, c whichever is lower.

Answer is C.
39. In housing cum solar loan find the incorrect answer

a. Loan can be granted for installing grid connected rooftop solar PV equipment along
with fresh housing loan.

b. Loan can be granted along with existing housing loan.
c. Independent loan can be granted if mortgage of residential house property with free

rooftop is available for installing the equipment.
d. Repayment period is 20 yrs or repayment period of HL whichever is earlier.
e. No subsidy is available under the scheme.

Answer is E (Credit linked to subsidy /central financial assistance is available )
40. Regarding the loan quantum under housing cum solar is

a. Maximum loan quantum for one unit of 1 KW is Rs. 1.20 lakhs
b. Maximum capacity is 10 KW.
c. Maximum loan for 10 KW is Rs 12.00 lakhs with battery.
d. Maximum loan is Rs 10.00 lakhs without battery.
e. Minimum size of the plant eligible for loan is 2 KW.

Answer is E ( minimum size is 1 KW )
41. In canara home loan plus scheme find out the correct answer.



a. Individuals aged between 18 to 65 years are eligible.
b. Those who have already availed HL with us is eligible.
c. Track record of HL should be regular without any over dues
d. Staff of our bank is also eligible for loan under this scheme.
e. Borrower should meet all conditions of A,B and C.

Answer is E
42. In canara home loan plus scheme find out the incorrect answer.

a. Loan is granted for domestic expenses.
b. Loan is granted for education expenses of children
c. Loan is granted for medical expenses of the family.
d. Loan is granted for business needs.
e. Loan is granted for unforeseen expenses.

Answer is D
43. Find the incorrect answer under Home loan plus loan.

a. Loan quantum is ten month salary with maximum of Rs 25.00 lakhs.
b. For non salaried class 75 % of 3 years average income subject to maximum of 25.00

lakhs.
c. Incase of non salaried class NTH commitment should not be more than 50 %

of gross annual income.
d. Incase of construction of house valuation report must be obtained to determine the

loan quantum.
e. 50 % of margin on value of property is given as loan.

Answer is E ( 25 % margin on value of property )
44. Find the incorrect answer under Home loan plus loan.

a. If HL is granted for outright purchase, then VR obtained at the time of sanction can be
reckoned to determine the value of property.

b. If valuation report is more than 2 years old fresh VR should be obtained.
c. If valuation report is more than 3 years old fresh VR should be obtained.
d. Home loan plus account should be closed prior to closing of HL account.
e. Since home loan plus is an independent loan, it can be continued after closing the Hl

account.
Answer is E

45. Find the incorrect answer in case of Home improvement laon.
a. NTH for salaried class is 40 % with minimum of Rs 2000.
b. Non salaried class who have atleast 50,000/- income evidenced by ITAO.
c. Loan is to be repaid in 5 years.
d. Loan is sanctioned to existing HL borrowers who have good repayment record without

any over dues.
e. Loan can be granted without mortgage of property case to case by sanctioning

authorities.
Answer is E

46. Under Yuva Awas Rin scheme find out the incorrect answer.
a. Salaried youth aged between 21-45 are eligible to avail loan.
b. Those who are in confirmed and having 2 years of service is eligible.
c. Confirmed service can be relaxed to one year if suitable guarantor is available.
d. Professionally skilled and self employed persons are also eligible.

Answer is D
47. Under Yuva Awas Rin scheme find out the incorrect answer.

a. Loan is granted for construction or purchase of house.
b. Loan is granted for take over from other banks.
c. Loan is granted for purchase of site and construction of house thereon.
d. Loan is granted for purchase of house sites only if allotted by state government /

central government or from housing boards.
e. Gauarntor is to be obtained mandatorily if loan is granted for flat under construction.

Answer id D.



48. Under Yuva Awas Rin scheme find out the incorrect answer.
a. Maximum loan that can be granted is 6 years gross annual income.
b. For repairs and renovation 75 % of project cost subject to 15.00 lakhs can be granted.
c. In case of construction repayment holiday of 36 months can be permitted.
d. If pre EMI is to be capitalized NTH should be 40%.
e. Maximum loan that can be granted is 6 years net salary.

Answer is E
49. Under Swarna loan find out the incorrect answer.

a. Loan can be granted for specially minted coins which are sold by banks.
b. Loan can be granted against units of gold ETF and gold mutual funds.
c. Besides jewellery maximum 50 grams of gold coins can be accepted for loan.
d. Rate per gram is 85 % of rate advised by HO time to time or 65 % of the appraised value

whichever is lower.
e. All branches can sanction loan under this scheme.

Answer is C.
50. Under Swarna loan find out the incorrect answer.

a. Maximum loan under the scheme is Rs 10.00 lakhs.
b. LTV ratio of 75 % to be maintained throughout the loan period.
c. If LTV ratio goes beyond 75 % required margin to be collected.
d. If LTV is not maintained within 75 % then the loan is to be classified as NPA as per

prudential norms.
e. If LTV is not maintained within 75% then the gold is to be auctioned and loan is to be

cleared.
Answer is E.
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